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ABSTRACT 
Given a proper antistable rational transfer function g, a balanced realization of g 
is constructed as a matrix representation of the abstract shift realization introduced by 
Fuhrmann (1976). The required basis is constructed as a union of sets of polynomials 
orthogonal with respect to weights given by the squares of the absolute values of 
minimal degree Schmidt vectors of the corresponding Hankel operators. This extends 
results of Fuhrmann (1991), obtained in the generic case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Moore (1981) the concept of balanced realizations has been introduced 
as a method of model reduction. Since then an enormous amount of work has 
been done on balanced realizations and their applications to model reduction 
and robust control. Kung (1980), P emebo and Silverman (1982), Glover 
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(1986), and McFarlane and Glover (1989) are some papers in this connection. 
Of course, the list is far from exhaustive. 
Balancing was introduced first by Moore in the context of stable systems, 
and has been extended by Jonckheere and Silverman (1983) to arbitrary 
systems, with a pair of Riccati equations replacing the Lyapunov equations in 
Moore’s definition. Fuhrmann and Ober (1993) contains a comprehensive 
account of various aspects of LQG balancing. 
While balanced realizations are usually introduced on the state space 
level, it is clear, especially from the various balanced canonical forms studied 
in Ober (1987a, 1989), that they exhibit certain system invariants. Thus it 
would be of interest to explore the links between these invariants and the 
external, i.e., input/output, properties of the system. 
In the stable case, that is, the case of Lyapunov balancing, it has long 
been known (see Glover, 1984) that the Lyapunov singular values are 
identical to the singular values of the induced Hankel operator. However it 
was not till Fuhrmann (1991) that, at least in the generic case of distinct 
singular values, the balanced canonical form of Ober was obtained as a matrix 
representation of the shift realization, introduced in Fuhrmann (19761, with 
respect to a basis made of suitably normalized Schmidt vectors. Even in the 
other extreme case, that of all singular values being identical, no such 
complete identification was made. Rather, an approach using continued 
fractions was taken there. Of course, continued fractions relate also to 
families of orthogonal polynomials (see Akhiezer, 1965; Gragg, 1972; Szegij, 
1959; Wall, 1948), but the explicit connection, as far as balancing is con- 
cerned, was left unexplored. 
The present paper closes this gap and produces a construction of a natural 
orthogonal basis for the state space of the shift realization, such that the 
corresponding matrix representation is the balanced canonical form. The 
method we use focuses on the set of all minimal (numerator) degree singular 
vectors corresponding to the set of all singular values of the Hankel operator. 
These vectors are uniquely determined, up to a nonzero multiplicative 
constant. In terms of these vectors we have a simple description of the set of 
all singular vectors. The degrees of freedom are determined by the degree 
deficiencies of these singular vectors. By applying a Gram-Schmidt procedure 
separately in each spectral subspace we get the required basis. 
The paper is structured as follows. We begin with a very short review of 
the shift realization and by recalling the basic results from Fuhrmann (1991). 
In Section 3 we analyze the case of all singular values coinciding, i.e., of 
transfer functions of (up to additive constants) antistable inner functions. 
Finally, in Section 4 we state and prove the general result. In the process we 
also correct an omission in Fuhrmann (1991) by computing also the diagonal 
elements of the generator matrix of a balanced realization. 
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The present paper is of a technical nature. Yet we believe that it provides 
some additional insight into the nature of balanced canonical forms. The 
techniques used in this paper can be applied to derive balanced canonical 
forms for other classes of functions, and this will be the subject of a 
forthcoming paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Polynomial and, even more so, rational models provide the main tool in 
this paper. We proceed to give the basic definitions. Necessarily the exposi- 
tion is brief, and it is suggested that the interested reader consult some other 
papers, as Fuhrmann (1976, 1977, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1991) and Helmke and 
Fuhrmann (1989). 
Throughout the paper we will restrict ourselves to the real number field. 
By [w[ z] we denote the ring of polynomials over [w; by [w((z-‘I), the set of 
truncated Laurent series in z - ’ , i.e., the set of all formal series of the form 
Cj”f _,hzj, nf E H. Here W((z-l)) . 1s a vector space over [w as well as a field. 
It contains the field [w(z) of rational functions as a subfield. By Iw[[ z-~]] and 
z-‘Iw[[z-‘I] we denote the set of all formal power series in z-l and the set 
of those power series with vanishing constant term, respectively. Let rr+ and 
c be the projections of [w((z-‘1) onto [w[ x] and z-‘Iw[[ z-l I], respectively. 
Since rW((z-‘1) = [w[zl 8 ~-~Iw[[z-‘]], th e are complementary projections. y 
The space z -lIw[[z-l]] carries a module structure over the ring Iw[z], with 
the module action given by 
z-h = S-h = r_zh. (1) 
Given a manic polynomial q of degree n, we define the associated rational 
modd to be the space 
X9 = Im 5-9, (2) 
where m9 is the projection in z-lrW[[ z-‘I] defined by 
m9h = m_q%,qh for h E z-l~[[z-l]]. (3) 
X9 is a submodule of z- ‘Iw[[ z-’ I], its elements being all strictly proper 
rational functions with q as denominator. The module structure is given by 
Sqh = S-h for h E X4. (4) 
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The great usefulness of these functional models in system theory stems 
from the fact that, in these terms, realization theory becomes a triviality. 
Moreover, realization theory provides a link between techniques based on 
functional and operator methods on the one hand and state space methods on 
the other. Thus, given a proper rational function 4 = n/d, the associated 
realization is constructed as follows. 
The state space for the realization is chosen to be Xd, and (A, B, C, D) 
are defined through 
A = Sd, 
B(=$( for 5 E R, 
Cf= U-i = (zf>@> for fEXd, 
D = 4(m). 
(5) 
The realization of 4 is minimal, by the coprimeness of n and d. It is this 
realization we use as a basis for obtaining a balanced realization. 
In Fuhrmann (1991, 19931, a detailed analysis of Hankel operators with 
rational, scalar, antistable symbol was carried out. We refer to these papers 
for a more complete introduction to all the spaces. Here we restrict ourselves 
to the basics. Hf and H! are the Hardy spaces of the right and left half 
planes respectively. Both spaces are considered as subspaces of the L2 space 
of the imaginary axis. HZ is the space of bounded analytic functions in the 
left half plane. 
We assume 4 E HT is rational and 4 = n/d is a representation of 4 as 
a quotient of coprime polynomials, naturally with d antistable. The Hankel 
operator H, : H 4 + H 2 is defined by 
where P_ is the orthogonal projection of L2 onto H 1. It has been shown in 
Fuhrmann (1991) that 
d I 
KerH+= d*Hf, {Ker H+]l= = Xd* 
and 
Im H,=H! 8 :HT =Xd. 
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The space Xd is the space of all strictly proper rational functions with d as 
their denominator. 
Thus for the study of the Hankel operator we can restrict the Hankel 
operator to a map from Xd* to Xd. The advantage is that, by cutting out the 
kernel, the restriction is a finite dimensional linear transformation. 
It has been shown in the quoted papers that the Schmidt pairs with 
numerator polynomials of minimal degree, corresponding to the Hankel 
singular value EL, are of the form {(p/d*), E( p*/d)}, E E { kl}; here 
P E R[ z] is such that the equation 
n P P* 7T --= 
d d* 
E/J-_- 
d d* 
-or, equivalently, that the fundamental polynomial equation, with h = E/.L, 
np = hd*p* + dn- (6) 
-is solvable. The minimum degree Schmidt vectors, with different singular 
values, have been shown to be of particular importance in the generic case, 
and were used to construct a basis for Xd and Xd* respectively. In fact, bases 
with a suitable normalization led to balanced realizations. 
3. ALL-PASS TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
In this section we restrict ourselves to the special case of antistable 
transfer functions all of whose Hankel singular values coincide. By a result of 
Clover (1984) (see also Fuhrmann, 1991), the functions are, up to an additive 
constant, conjugate inner functions, or inner functions in Hr. This special 
case has been studied already in Ober (1987b), where the connections to 
continued fractions are indicated. However, no attempt has been made there 
to identify the canonical form in functional terms. Similarly, in Fuhrmann 
(1991) there was no attempt to identify the basis that leads, via the shift 
realization, to the balanced canonical form for this class of functions. 
The importance of this special case, providing in a sense the building 
blocks for the general case, has already been recognized by Ober. Now with a 
continued fraction expansion we can associate a sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials. This is a classical subject; see Akhiezer (1965). 
The theorem that follows explains the connection between the balanced 
canonical form for conjugate inner functions and a sequence of polynomials 
orthogonalized relative to a weight function related to the minimum (numera- 
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tar) degree singular vector of the corresponding Hankel operator. With 
respect to this particular basis, suitably normalized, the matrix representation 
of the shift realization is just the balanced canonical form obtained by Ober. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (p = n/d E H"_ , d manic, n A d = 1, and deg d = 
n. Let us assume that all the singular values of the Hankel operator H+ 
coincide, that is, crl = *** = a, = u > 0. Let tr be the polynomials 
obtained from (1, z, . . . , Z”-l} via the Gram-Schmidt orthonormulixation 
procedure with respect to the weight function l/ldl’. Then a set of 
constants (gl,. . . , g,} c R can be chosen such that for q* == g,t’, i E 9, the 
norrnulization 
holds and that the matrix representation of the shi$ realization of 4 
respect to the basis {q: /d, i = 1, . . . , n} of Xd has the following form: 
'0 -a1 0 *** . . . 0 
a1 0 -. *. 
0 *. -. -. *. 
A= . : : : _’ n-2 0 
0 -CT-1 
;, . . . ..: 0’ 
ff,-1 % 
I 
0' 
b, = - 89 n,n-1, E= fl, 
c = (0 ,..., O,sb,), 
b,” 8*=z. 
cq>O, i=l,..., n - 1, 
s = ( -l)%, 
(7) 
with 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
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Proof. We start with the construction of the specific basis {qF/d, i = 
1 >.*.> n} of Xd which guarantees the special form of the matrix A. 
Takethebasis{z’-‘/d,i = l,..., n} of Xd, and apply the Gram-Schmidt 
orthonormahzation procedure; this yields a new basis {t*/d, i = 1,. . . , n) of 
Xd. where 
and 
i=l ,...,n, 
-* 
t1 1 -=- 
d’ 
z i-l = 
d 
Observe that 
degtr = i - 1, i = 1,. 
and 
t* 
z L span i G,j E (0 ,...,i -2) , 1 
d 
(13) 
(14) 
i=2 1.**> 12. (15) 
, n, (16) 
i = 2,...,n. (17) 
Furthermore, Equations (13)-(15) show that all the leading coefficients of 
the polynomials t* are positive. We remark that the basis {tT/d, i = 1, . . . , n} 
is, up to multiplication of the elements of the basis by constants, equal to the 
desired basis. 
Now we prove a recursion formula for the polynomials t:. Obviously 
there holds 
t z* y,zt: t* _=__qL, 
d d 
71, 8, fE LQ. 
Multiplication by d yields 
(18) 
tz* = ylztT - e,t; = (Y,Z - e,>t;, Yl, 0, E Pi. (19) 
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Moreover, for i = 2,. . . , n - 1 there holds 
tT+l = (X2 - ej)tj+ - fli_ItF_lp Yi. q, Pj-1 E Ft. (20) 
To prove this, for i E (2,. . . , n - l} let 
Now for k E (1,. . . , i - 2}, because of the orthonormality, there holds 
(21) 
since deg(ztc) = (k - 1) + 1 = k < i - 1, (by (16)) and (17). 
Multiplying of Equation (21) by d and defining 
pi_1 := 2, fji := 5 1 
of+1 ’ 
and ‘yi := - 
cx;+l ’ 
i E {2,..., n - l}, 
yields (20). Since all the leading coefficients of the polynomials t” are 
positive, it immediately follows that 
Yi > O, i=l,,..., n-l. (23) 
Moreover, there holds 
ej = 0, i = l,...,n - 1. (24) 
Divide both sides of (19) respectively (20) by d and take the inner product 
with t*/d; because of the orthonormality this results in 
Oj=(yj$,z), i=l,..., n-l. (25) 
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Now lti/d12 is symmetric with respect to the origin, whereas z changes sign. 
Thus 
and (24) follows. This implies that the polynomial t* only contains even/odd 
powers of z for i odd/even, which is also easily proved using.(20), (24) by an 
induction argument; observe that tr is constant and that, by (19) and (241, 
t; = y,ztf, Yl E Ft. 
Finally, 
Pi-1 < O, i=2 ,...,n - 1. (26) 
Proceeding as for the proof of (24) but now applying inner multiplication by 
tF_ l/d yields 
= __( ;, zg). 
(27) 
(28) 
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Furthermore, by (20) and (27) 
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Pi-1 = -3/i 
yi_ lzq-1 - Pi-&-:-2 zq- 1 
d ’ d 
= _yi(yi_l( +, EL) _ p,,( !g, 9)) 
zt,F_ 1 2 = 
-Yi ( II Yi-1 7 II - pi_2 pi-2 2 Yi-1 1 
But 
pi22 = I pi-212 =Yi”- 
l(ztp,t;2) 
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and hence 
P,-1 G 0, i = 2,...,n - 1. 
(29) 
Equality in the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality holds iff the two factors in the 
inner product are linearly dependent, which obviously is not the case here. 
Hence (26) is true. 
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Observe that by dividing Equations (19) and (20) by d one obtains a 
representation of 
* * 
Sd> _ ‘; , i = l,...,n - 1, 
with respect to the basis {t,?/d, i = 1,. . . , n}. What we will do next is to find 
a representation of Sd(tg/d) with respect to this basis. 
The technique we will use is to replace inner products in Hf , which are 
given by integrals on the imaginary axis, by limits of contour integrals. These 
contour integrals are more amenable to computation using partial fraction 
decompositions. 
Because of the monicity of d there holds 
* zt” - ( -l)n-ltn,n_ld 
+ ’ 
d 
Moreover, for k E 11,. . . , n - 2) we have 
1 
=- 
/ 
ice zt,* - ( -l)“_ it,,,-id tk 
.- 
2lr -_im d d* 
dz 
= dz _ ( -1r1tv4 
27ri 
where y and 3 denote the semicircular contours defined below: 
iR 
r;l 
1:B 
-iR 
Note that y is positively oriented, whereas 9 is negatively oriented. 
over, the degree deficiency of numerator relative to denominator 
More- 
in the 
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integrand 
zt,* - ( -l)n-ltn,n-ld t, ._ 
d d* 
is at least two. This permits the switch to contour integrals. 
Since d* is stable, i.e., d* has only poles in LHP, there holds 
1 
lim - 
2rri / 
kdz = o. 
R++m 9 d* 
So we obtain 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
But for k E (1, . . . , n - 2} Equation (16) gives 
deg(ztz)=(degtt)+l((n-3)+1=n-2, 
and by (17) this implies 
(S’s,:) =O, k=l,,.., n-2. 
Hence we have 
Now we verify that 
R-1 < 0. (35) 
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From (34) one obtains, using the orthonormality of the tT/d* , 
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zt* - ( -l)n-ltn,n_ld t,*_1 n 
= 
d ’ d 
1 
! 
ice zt,* - ( -q- It .,“_1d t,_, 
=- 
2V -_im d 
. - dz 
d* 
1 
/ 
im zt,*t,_, d _ ( -l)n-ltn,n-l 
I 
im t,-1 
=- 
2r -_im dd* ’ 2?r -ice d* dz 
The last integral is zero because of the stability of d*. So 
Furthermore, by (20) and (27) 
( 
yn-Zzt*-l - /3n_2t,*_, id,*_, 
=- 
d ’ d 
= 
) 
zt,*_ 1 
= -XL-1 7 - 
II /I 
2 + PL 
2 xl-1 * 
(36) 
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Analogously, as in (291, one sees 
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zt$_, 2 
I%-, < %I-1 7/I /I 2’ (37) 
which proves (35) on substitution in (36). 
Taking Equation (34), substituting the expression (30) for Sd(t,*/d), and 
multiplying by d, we obtain 
zt,* - ( -1yt .,,-Id = o,t: + P,_It,*_l. (38) 
Now the comparison of the leading coefficients in (38) yields 
( -l)n-2tn,n-2 - ( -l)"-ltn,n_ldn_l = O,( -l)n-ltn,n_l, (39) 
or 
t 
6, = -n,n-2 _ d,_,. 
t n,n-1 
(40) 
But tz contains only even/odd powers of z according as n is odd/even. 
Since by (16) 
degt,* = n - 1, 
we have t, n _2 = 0 and hence 
0, = -d,_,. (41) 
Observe that d* is stable, i.e., for 
d*(z) = ( -1)“~~ + d;_,z"-l + 0.. +d; 
there holds 
d; + 0, sgnd: = (-l)", i = O,...,n - 1. 
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But 
d* = ( -l)“d{, i=O ,...,n - 1. 
Hence the signs of the coefficients of d interlace. Since d is manic, we finally 
get d,_ 1 < 0 and hence 
e, > 0. (42) 
Looking at Equations (19) (20), and (34) we have derived the following 
matrix representation for the map 
Sd: Xd * Xd 
with respect to the basis & := {t”/d, i = 1,. . . , n): 
[sd]$ = 
0 
1 
- 
Yl 
0 
0 
h-2 o 
. X-l 
0 6-1 
1 
. . . . . . . . . o- % 
YP1 
. (43) 
Now we can finally determine the basis S’ := {$/d, i = 1, . . . , n} from 
the statement of the theorem. This is done by 
4: := g,t*, gi E [w, i=l ,...,a, (44) 
where the gi are constructed in the following such that A is of the form (8) 
and 1/q,*/dlli = u. 
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From the orthogonality of the basis ~8’ we get 
and hence A is of the following form: 
A = diagwl(gl,...,g,) [S”]$k+g(gl,...,g,) 
= 
0 
g1 
Yl g2 
0 
0 
Pl& o 
. . . 
Y2gl 
0 
pzg,. 
Y3& *- 
g2 
0 . . 
Y2 g3 
.., . . . . . . 
. . . 
0 
0 
0 
Pn-zgn-1 
“/,- 1gn-2 
0 
g*- 1 
Yl-1g* 
By (26) and (35) there holds 
Pi < O, i=l ,__.,n - 1. 
Write 
0 
0 
Pn- 1gn 
G-1 
en 
J 
(45) 
pi := -42, si > 0, i = l,...,n - 1. 
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Then we have to solve the following set of equations: 
qn 2 (I II d2=“’ 
(46) 
gi - vgi+, --= i = l,...,n - 1, 
3/i&+1 Yi+lgi ’ 
or 
qn 2 /I II d2=“’ 
d+1 Yi+1 -=- 
g’ si”y, ’
i = l,...,n - 1 
(47) 
(with y,, = 1). Ob serve that the equations (47) are solvable, since by (23) 
?: > 0, i = l,...,n - 1. 
Now 
t,* 2 /I /I T2=1> 
since the basis 9 was constructed by the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization 
procedure; in view of the first equation of (47) this implies 
g,= &G; (48) 
the sign can be chosen arbitrarily. Then one solves the last n - 1 equations 
in (47) for i = 71 - 1,. . . , 1: 
gi = (sp gn) 
i 
e 2 
yi+l gi+l; (49) 
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here the sign is now uniquely determined by the choice in (48) and the 
additional requirement 
t3 Pfgi+l > o 
(y. := - = -_ 
I 
Yfgi+l Yfyi+l& ’ 
(50) 
which was formulated in the statement of the theorem. 
It remains to calculate the maps B, C, and D; for this purpose we take a 
closer look at 4. Since the multiplicity of the singular value u is n, by Clover 
(1984) or Corollary 3.2,3 in Fuhrmann (1991), there exists a constant k such 
that 
n d* 
2 +k=hd, 
where h = EU and E E ( f 1) is determined from (6), i.e., 
nq, = .wd*c$ + drr. 
Rewrite (51) as 
n 
-+,. 
d 
Now define 
ii 
- := - 
d 
; - 4(w). 
Then ii/d is strictly proper, i.e., 
_ 
” E Xd. 
d 
Furthermore, by (53) 
ii 
; = A $ - k - 4(w) =: A G -x, 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54 
(55) 
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Moreover, comparison of the leading coefficients of the numerator poly- 
nomials in (55) yields 
0 = A( -1)" -z, (56) 
as d is manic and deg fi = 12 - 1. Hence 
f = ( -l)"h, 
and (55) gives 
Now, by setting 
D := 4(w), 
it suffices to consider the shift realization of ii/d. We begin by computing 
the representation of the input map 
B = (b,,...,b,)Q! -Xd 
of the realization. We can write 
By the orthogonality of the basis we have 
bi = 
Observe that from (52) we can conclude that 
fiqi = .wd*q, + dii,, i=l ,...,n. (60) 
(58) 
(59) 
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Dividing this by dd* and integrating over the contour 9, one can calculate 
the numerator in expression (59); this yields 
bi = 0, i=l ,...,n - 1, (61) 
and in view of the normalization condition (7) 
The output map 
c = (Cl,. . .) CJ : Xd - R 
is easily computed as 
Setting s := ( - l)%, we have verified the relations (9) and (10). 
Finally we have to check that Equation (12) is true. Take Equation (58), 
substitute (57), and multiply by d to obtain 
h[d* - ( - l)“d] = 5 bjq; = b,q,* 
j=l 
(64 
in view of (61). Comparison of the leading coefficients results in 
A[( -l)n-ld,_l - ( -l)“d,_,] = b,( -l)n-lqn,n-l. (65) 
Furthermore, using (62) one obtains 
h(d,-1 + 4-J = -d,n-1 (66) 
and 
2 
qn n-l 
d,_,= -;q:,.-l= -e, (67) 
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which by (41) results in 
2 
*n+L; 
this is (12). 
(6% 
n 
4. GENERAL RESULT 
Now we turn to the study of the general case, i.e., the case of several 
singular values whose multiplicity may be greater than 1. Again we identify 
the balanced canonical form obtained by Ober with a matrix representation of 
the shift realization. The matrix representation is with respect to a basis 
constructed from local families of orthogonal polynomials. Specifically, for 
each singular value o of multiplicity v we consider the minimum degree 
solution of the fundamental polynomial equation (6). For the corresponding 
Schmidt vector, whose numerator polynomial has degree n - v, we take the 
square of its absolute value as a weight function and compute a set of v 
polynomials orthogonal with respect to this weight. With these polynomials 
we identify a corresponding set of Schmidt vectors. The union, over all 
singular values, of these sets of vectors provides an orthogonal basis. With an 
appropriate normalization we obtain the required basis. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 4 = n/d E HY , d manic, n A d = 1, and deg d = 
72. Let a,>~~> *** > ok > 0 be the singular values of the associated 
Hankel operator H+ , where Us is of multiplicity nj, j = 1, . . . , k, C:= 1 n, = n, 
and let pj’), j = 1, . . . , k, denote the minimal degree solutions, corresponding 
to q, of the fundamental polynomial equation (6) such that (p(l))* is manic. 
Finally, let ($I))*, 1 = 1, . . . , nj be the polynomials o tamed from b 
(1, 2,. . .) z”I-l} via the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure with 
respect to the weight function K pj(l))* 12/Id12, forj = 1, . . . , k. Then a set of 
constants {g{, 1 = 1,. .., nj,j = 1, . . ., k} c R can be chosen such that for 
( 
q.I 
cl))* := j(t!“)* 1 = 1 g, ] > >*-*> nj, j = l,..., k, the normalization 
j = l,...,k, (69) 
holds and that the matrix representation of the shij? realization o CJ with 
respect to the basis {(qj’))*/d, 1 = 1,. . . , nj, j = 1,. . . , k} of X df has the 
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following form: 
Aii = 
A = CAij)i,j=l,...,k. Aij e RniXnl, i, j = 1,. . . , k, 
0 _a; 0 . . . . . . 0 
a: 0 -. -. 
0 *. ..* *.* *. 
. . --(yi ni-2 0 
0 -+, 
0 . . . . . . 0 4-l aii 
a; > 0, j=l ,...,ni - 1, i = l,...,k, 
i,j = 1 I*.*, k, i Zj, (71) 
. . . . . . 
T 
B = (0 ,..., o,b,,O ,..., O,b, ,..., 0 ,..., O,bk 1 , -- 
“1 n2 “k 
bi = ( -l)n-ni-l~iq,!;;)_l, E< = fl, i = l,...,k, 
(72) 
c = (. _ ,. 0 ,...) o,c,,o )..., o,c, )...) 0 )...) O,Ck ) (73) 
n1 n2 "k 
ci = ( -1) “-‘q;,“;‘l = ( -l)“i.&, i=l ,..a> k, 
D = 4,(m)> (74) 
and 
bibj 
aij = 
&,( -1y-‘q( -l)n~-lai f aj ’ 
i,j = 1 ,...,k. (75) 
763 
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Proof. Setting 
we may assume without loss of generality that n/d E H? is strictly proper, 
i.e., 
” EXd. 
d 
We start with the construction of the basis ((#))*/d, 1 = 1, 
1 ) . . . , k} of Xd. Let 
pj? j=l k ,...I , 
denote the minimal degree solutions of the equations 
npy) = hjd* ( pj’))* + drj, j=l >-**, k, 
such that 
(P:“) is manic, j=l , ***> k, 
and 
Aj E R, hj = Eja;:, Ej = +1. 
Then, by Corollary 3.2,1 in Fuhrmann (19911, we have 
deg pil’ = n - .nj, j=l >..., k. 
. . . ,nj, J = 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
Furthermore, again by Corollary 3.2,1 from the above reference 
( P:l’)* 4P.?‘) 
d ’ d 
, ***, j=l ,...,k, (79) 
is a basis for the space spanned by the singular vectors of H+ corresponding 
to the singular value of; denote 
xj :* span sj, j=l >*.., k. (80) 
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Now apply the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure to each of 
the bases sj to obtain bases 
j=l k >.**, , (81) 
of XJ with 
deg $“I = n - nj + 1 - 1, 1=1 ,...,n. ,, j=l,..., k. (82) 
Observe that 
(tj”) 
d 
EXj,degp <n. 
= span 
( Pj”) 
---q,degq < 1 
d 
nj+Z-1 
1 
-1 1 
,1-y pj”) 
* 3 
d 
(83) 
this is immediately clear from the construction. One also obtains the recur- 
sion formulas 
(tjy = (y:‘z - ei)(tj”) (84 
and 
(tj”“)* = (Y/Z - 0/)(t:‘))* - &_l(tj’-l’)*, 1 = 2,. . . , nj - 1 (85) 
for j = 1,. . . , k, which are analogous to (19) and (20). Equation (84) is 
obvious from the Gram-Schmidt procedure. Since 
z( t;y* 
___ EXj’ 
d 
1=2 ,..., nj-1, j=l,..., k, (86) 
one can prove (85) with the help of (83) exactly like (20). 
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The monicity of the ( pi’))*, j = 1, . . . , k, and the applied construction 
analogously to (26). 
By dividing Equations (84) and (85) by d we obtain a representation 
Sd (t”‘)* z(t:“)* -=- 
d d ’ 
z = 1,. . . , nj _ 1, j = 1 k 
>*a-> , 
with respect to the bases kj, j = 1, . . . , k, respectively. Since 
Sd k:“)* E x, 
d .I’ 
Z=l,..., nj-1, j=I ,..., k, 
and 
xj 1 &, 1 #j, (90) 
the representations obtained so far are also representations with respect to 
the basis 
cjj := (tp)* (tp)* (tp’)* (tp)* 
d 
,..., 7’ d >..., d ,. 
of Xd. It remains to find a representation of 
Sd (tjn,))* _ z(t;“l’)* - ( -l)“-‘t;;i’Id 
p- 
d d 
.., 
(tP)* 
d 
>.I 
j = 1, 
..) 
. . . 
(tp y* 
d 
(91) 
>k, (92) 
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with respect to A@. Observe that in general 
Sd (t:“J’r g x, 
d 3’ 
j = 1 k 
)...) . 
Let, for j E (1, . . . , k}, 
(93) 
Now because of (90) and the orthonormality of the bases gj there holds 
Sd (4’“1’)* @i”)* - _ 
d ’ d ’ 
I=1 >‘**>ni, i=l , . . . , k. (94) 
The calculations done to obtain Equation (31) are also valid here: 
(tyl’)* (t,“‘)* 
Sd- - 
d ’ d 
(tj”i))* z ($))* 
_ _ 
d ’ d (95) 
for I = 1,. . . , ni - 1, i = 1,. . . , k. 
First consider the case i # j; then 
z( tjy* 
- EXi IXj, 
d 
2 = l,..., ni - 1, 
and hence 
C$ = 0, Z=l,..., ni-1, i=l,..., k, i#j. 
For i = j we obtain by (82), (831, and (95) that 
C+ = 0, I= l,...,nj - 2, 
since 
(96) 
(97) 
deg[ z(tj’))*] = deg(tj’))* + 1 < (n - nj + nj - 3) + 1 = n - 2 
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for 2 E Cl,..., 
show that 
nj - 2). The argument for the proof of (35) can be used to 
Summarizing, Equations (84), (85), and (93) provide the following repre- 
sentation of the mapping 
Sd: Xd * Xd 
with respect to the basis L@: 
(99) 
where 
iij = 
and 
A,, = 
f 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
\ 
0 
1 
1 
7: 
0 
0 
i,j = 1 ,-**> k, i #j, (100) 
0 
0 
(101) 
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Finally, we can now determine the basis B’ := ((#))*/d, 1 = 1, . . . , ni, 
j=l , . . . , k} from the statement of the theorem by defining 
(~/jr’)* := glj. (t:“)*, g:’ E R, 1 = 1, . . . . nj, j = l,..., k. (102) 
Observe that for each j E (1, . . . , k} the matrices A are of the form (43); 
also (87), (89), and (98) show that the signs of the egments of ijj coincide 
with the ones in (43); hence 
can be brought to the form (70) by solving the same set of equations as in the 
ah-pass case. Moreover, because of (69) and the orthonormality of the bases 
kj, we have 
gh, = tfi, j=l ,***, k. ( 103) 
Hence we have proved the following: 
where 
with 
A,, := 
T := dag(g: ,..., g:,, gt, *> g,“,, . . . , gl”, . . . > gn”J 
i=l ,..., k, (105) 
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and 
Aij := 
here the 
0 . . . . . . 0 0 
. . 
. . 
: 0 
;, . . . . . . . 0 aij 
i,j = 1 >*--> k, i #j; (106) 
a! 
J' j=l ,...,n, - 1, i = l,...,k, 
are defined completely analogously to (50); furthermore, observe that 
a,.2$aj 
'J G. ‘,*I’ 
i,j = I,..., k. ( 107) 
The calculation of the ci, i = 1, . . . , k is again obvious; hence (73) holds 
true. For the calculation of the B-matrix we make the following ansatz: 
(108) 
which by the orthogonality of the basis yields 
I=1 ,.**,nj, i=l k (109) ,...,  - ~ 
Since (q!l))*/d, i = 1,. . . , k are minimal degree Schmidt vectors, they 
satisfy the fundamental polynomial equation (6), i.e., 
np = Ei qd* (q$‘))* + dq, i = l,...,k, (110) 
where si E { f 1) and 7ri is polynomial for i E 11,. . . , k}. Furthermore, all 
numerator polynomials of elements of Xi are of the form q!r)p with p a 
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polynomial of degree less than ni (see Fuhrmann, 1991, Lemma 3.3). Thus in 
particular 
4i 
(0 = qy’u;, Z=l ,...,ni, i = l,...,k, ( 111) 
where the uf are polynomials of degree I - 1. In view of (84) and (85) it is 
clear that UE contains only even/odd powers of z for 1 odd/even. So we 
obtain from (110) that 
nqy = &*qd*(qp)*u; + d(i+) 
= EiWj( -l)z-ld*(q~l))*(a;)* + d(Tp;) 
= qq( -l)‘-‘d*(q,(‘))* + d(?Tp;). ( 112) 
Division by dd” and contour integration over 9 gives 
for i = l,..., k, which in view of normalization (69) results in (72). 
Next we calculate aij, i # j; observe that from (112) we get 
0 = d*(eigi( -l)“i-l(q!nl))*q~flj) - sj~( -l)nj-‘(q~nj))*qjni)) 
+ d( ?Tiu;iqj(nJ) - rj ahj qf”*) 
> 
. 
Since d and d* are coprime, there exists a polynomial xij of degree less than 
n- 1 such that 
dx,, = qwi( -1) nl-l( qi”.))* q1(?) - E~T( - l)“j-l( $“i))* q[“i). (114) 
After some algebra one obtains 
dxij + 
EiWi( - l)“‘_ l 
wi2 - aj2 
d*x; (115) 
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(see also Fuhrmann, 1991). Now from (1071, (95), (1021, and (103) we get the 
following representation of aij: 
. 
Moreover, using 
(116) 
Sd (qj”l))* 
-= 
z(qj”j))* - ( -l)“m’qj,“A)_Id 
d d 
and integrating over the contour 9 yields 
which in view of (115) gives 
On the other hand, integration over y and application of (115) results in 
EjOj( - 1y-l 
= 
wi2 - aj2 
( -l)nXij,n_2 + 9jy~)-19;;;‘1. 
(119) 
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Equating (118) and (119) shows that 
xii n_2 = 
ui2 - ui2 
EiVi( - yl 
” -1( -l)“-‘ql~~‘lq!~~,l, (120) 
+qoj(-1)’ 
which plugged in in (118) and (116) gives 
&i( -1y-l 
aij = Cnj) (%) 
n -1 qj,n-lqi,n-1; 
qq( -1y + Ejcq( -1) ’ 
this is (75) for the case i + j. 
Finally, by (94) and (107) there holds 
sd ~ 
and in view of (102) and (103) 
( 121) 
Moreover, using the previously defined contours y and 9 we have 
= z(qj”i’)* - ( -l)“-‘q;,“;)+! (q!n:))* ( d d 
1 
I 
im z(q;n,))* - ( - l)“-‘qi;h’ld =- 
@’ dz 
.- 
2T -_im d d* 
1 z (qp)* 41’“” q(“” 
= lim - 
( 
/ R-+m 2Tri 9 dd* 
d.z - ( -l)“-‘q$“;‘l /-, +dz 
1 
= lim - 
/ Rum 2rri T 
z( qp>* q!“J dz 
a%? (123) 
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because of the stability of d*. On the other hand 
dz 
-( -1y-I( -ly(q!;;_)_02. ( 124) 
Hence, summing (123) and (124), one obtains 
( Sd (9p)* (qr(nJ)* 1 1 - =- d ’ d i 2 $E - ( I 2wi y 
z (9p)* 9yQ dz 
d4P 
+ 
I 
x( qjn.q* 9;“‘) 
dd* 
dz 
P 
+ +(93_J2. (us) 
Now we decompose y and + in the way indicated below: 
t 
-iR 
Observe that y = y2 f y3 and ? = y1 + y3. Then 
2 
dz = 0. (126) 
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be a parametrization of yl, and 
‘Pz:[OJrl ++ @, t +.) R . e”K77/2)+tl 
be a parametrization of y2. It is easily calculated that 
‘pl = -YJpe(r- t>* ( 127) 
Furthermore, for 
there holds 
g( -z> = -gW. 
So finally we can show that 
= @ -49-r - t))+,(n - t> dt 
= -lgWg((P2(7T - t))+2@ - t> dt 
= - Y2g(z)dz- / 
Because of (126) and (129) Equation (125) is reduced to 
( 128) 
( 129) 
sd (q!“‘))* (@‘))* - _, 
d ’ d 
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With (122) one obtains 
a,, = (91’?L)e b2 
t* 
2q =iig’ 
i = l,...,k, 
which is (75) for the case i = j. n 
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